Defective pixel map creation based on wavelet analysis in digital radiography detectors
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\begin{abstract}

The application of digital radiography detectors has attracted increasing attention in both medicine and industry. Since the imaging detectors are fabricated by semiconductor manufacturing process over large areas, defective pixels in the detectors are unavoidable. Moreover, the radiation damage due to the routine use of the detectors progressively increases the density of defective pixels. In this study, we present a method of identifying defective pixels in digital radiography detectors based on wavelet analysis. Artifacts generated due to wavelet transformations have been prevented by an additional local threshold method. The proposed method was applied to a sample digital radiography and the result was promising. The proposed method uses a single pair of dark and white images and does not require them to be corrected in gain-and-offset properties. This method will be helpful for the reliable use of digital radiography detectors through the working lifetime.

\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction and background}

In recent years, mature electronics and manufacturing methods have led to many approaches for the design and construction of digital detectors for X-ray imaging \cite{1}. Although various configurations of detectors are available, most detectors are mainly composed of two components: X-ray converters, such as scintillators (to provide “indirect” detection of X-rays by converting the detected X-ray energy into optical photons) or photoconductors (to provide “direct” detection of X-rays by converting the detected X-ray energy into electron–hole pairs), and readout pixel arrays \cite{2,3}. As an optical-photon readout pixel array, charge-coupled devices (CCDs) have been used for a long time because of their high-quality, low-noise imaging performance \cite{4}. Complementary metal-oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technologies with their recent advances have become an alternative to CCDs, offering a great cost advantage and high physical performance \cite{5}. Presently, flat-panel imagers based on arrays of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (α-Si:H) thin-film transistors in combination with either α-Si:H photodiodes (for indirect detection of X-rays) or storage capacitors (for direct detection of X-rays) are central for digital radiography, especially for large-area imaging applications \cite{3,6}. All of these X-ray imaging detectors utilize pixel formats; hence they provide the intrinsic two-dimensional (2D) imaging capability.

These pixel array detectors are typically fabricated by the semiconductor manufacturing process. During fabrication, the non-uniform fabrication conditions over the areas of the pixel array, for example, the difference in doping concentrations in individual pixel elements, are unavoidable, and these conditions worsen as the detector size increases \cite{7}. Unpredictable local defects can also occur in individual pixels or partial or complete lines \cite{8}. These defective pixels defined as the pixels whose signal levels are abnormal from their neighbors, however, are normally accepted to a certain extent in commercial detectors. It is noted that local imperfections in the X-ray converters, such as scintillators and photoconductors, may also be observed as defective pixels in X-ray images.

Basically these defects are considered as fixed-pattern noise (FPN), which degrades the image quality. Image information is lost in radiography from individual pixels or from partial or complete lines \cite{9}, and severe streak and ring artifacts arise in computed tomography \cite{10}. Therefore, clinical or industrial detectors have to recognize defective pixels (including line defects) and correct them to ensure optimal detector efficiency and image accuracy. Software processing is usually employed for correction. Above all, the exact and reliable identification of defective pixel locations is primary. However, the defective pixels in a detector may not be stationary in time and space \cite{9}. Routine...
use of detectors and thus the accumulated radiation damage progressively increase the density of defective pixels [9,11]. Therefore, the frequent evaluation of defective pixels is the only way to use a detector reliably [11].

In general, defective pixels are identified with dark (in the absence of X-rays) and white (under X-ray irradiation with no object) images. The dark and white images are also referred to as the offset and flat-field images, respectively. When there is no signal variation over large physical areas of a detector, the simple thresholding method with the global mean and standard deviation of the pixel values may be used to recognize defective pixels because defective pixels usually exhibit intensity values abnormally outside the mean value.

However, most detectors show unwanted, large-scale signal variations over areas, which worsen through the working lifetime of the detectors. Signal variation in the dark and white images is most likely caused by the readout amplifiers connected to the columns of the detector panel. Because the readout amplifiers are usually CMOS circuits, they probably exhibit small gain-and-offset variations, both column-to-column and across each amplifier chip. The exact nature of the non-uniformity depends on the particular device, but it is typically caused by parasitic capacitances and resistances that can vary as a function of how far a particular column is away from the power supply or the output amplifier. For example, if a column amplifier is connected to the output amplifier by a metal trace, the resistance of that trace will be proportional to its length. On a large device, this dependence can be significant and can affect the transfer gain for the signal coming from the column amplifier. Obviously, a column that is close to the output will have less parasitic resistance than one that is far away. It is noted that the variations in thickness of the X-ray converters can also give rise to variable intensity output in X-ray images.

X-ray equipment can also cause flaws and field variations, such as the heel effect, which is an intensity falloff on the anode side of the X-ray tube in the X-ray projection image, and which usually contributes as large-scale non-uniformities or low-spatial-frequency components in the Fourier domain of images.

These field variations can be dramatically improved by subtracting an offset (dark) image from the image to be corrected, and then dividing it pixel-to-pixel by an offset-corrected flat-field (white) image [12]. This gain-offset or flat-field calibration is a typical procedure in digital radiography. The flat-field calibration requires many dark and white images to reduce the statistical uncertainties in the pixel values during arithmetic operations. Considering the amount of potential drift of the detector response, the flat-field calibration should be frequently performed. It should be noted that only calibration with updated dark and white images can provide adequate images [11]. Moreover, the polyenergetic X-ray spectrum basically makes flat-field calibration incomplete because the pixel response is dependent on the energy and each pixel response in the image with an object is different with that in the offset-corrected flat-field image due to the beam-hardening effect [13].

In this study, a simple method of identifying defective pixels based on wavelet analysis is presented. The proposed method is motivated from the fact that the response of defective pixels is impulsive and the wavelet transform can decompose discontinuities and sharp spikes in functions. Therefore, the method is immune to the influence of a global intensity variation; so it does not require flat-field-corrected images with many measurements, but may require a single pair of dark and white images.

2. Materials and methods

Defective pixels usually exhibit singular responses, unlike normal pixels in a detector. Therefore, sorting out these impulsive responses from global signal variations is the key in the identification of defective pixels. For this procedure, wavelet analysis is employed because the low-frequency components in an image can be easily identified and isolated by wavelet transformation. Conversely, wavelet transforms well represent the functions that have discontinuous and sharp peaks. Moreover, wavelet transforms can accurately deconstruct and reconstruct finite, non-periodic and/or non-stationary signals.

Wavelet transform is a linear combination of atomic decompositions, known as wavelets, especially for non-stationary functions [14]. Functions with discontinuities and functions with sharp spikes usually take much fewer wavelet basis functions than sine–cosine basis functions (e.g. Fourier transforms) to achieve a comparable approximation. Since first introduced in the early 1980s, the wavelet transform has become an important technique in signal or image processing, such as data compression, noise suppression, feature extraction, etc. [15].

2D image function \( f(x, y) \) of \( M \times N \) pixels in size can be expressed as [14]

\[
\begin{align*}
  f(x,y) &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{MN}} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} W_{\varphi}(j_0, m, n) \varphi_{j_0, m, n}(x, y) \\
  &\quad + \frac{1}{\sqrt{MN}} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} W_{\psi}^k(j, m, n) \psi_{j, m, n}^k(x, y),
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( j_0 \) is an arbitrary starting scale and the \( W_{\varphi}(j_0, m, n) \) coefficients define an approximation of \( f(x, y) \) at scale \( j_0 \). The \( W_{\psi}^k(j, m, n) \) coefficients add horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details for scales \( j \geq j_0 \) and the superscript \( k \) denotes the direction; \( H, V, \) and \( D \) represent horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, respectively. \( m \) and \( n \) designate the sizes of the sub-images and depend on the applied scales. \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) are basis functions, and they are

---

**Fig. 1.** A sketch illustrating the procedure for generating a defective pixel map based on wavelet analysis. Each of the dark and white images is changed into a multi-scale sub-image by wavelet transformations. Among four sub-images, the one describing scaling coefficients, which contains low-frequency band characteristics, is truncated and padded with zeros. The modified image is then turned back by inverse transformation, and it only contains sharp specckles. The abnormal singular signal distribution is checked by comparing it with the local pixel mean and its standard deviation, and finally identified as defective pixels.
called scaling and wavelet functions, respectively. If we can select the scaling coefficients of an image and modify them, i.e. replace them by zeros, we can obtain an image \( \tilde{f}(x,y) \) without global signal variations.

The identification method of defective pixels including line defects is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The wavelet transform is applied to a dark image. The transformed image is then represented as four sub-images. In order to suppress or remove the large-scale signal variations, the sub-image represented by scaling coefficients is truncated. In other words, the pixel values consisting of the sub-image are replaced by zeros. And then, the inverse wavelet transform is applied. The reconstructed image is now a filtered image of low-spatial-frequency components and it clearly shows singularities, such as spikes and discontinuities in the pixel values. We used the Haar function as a wavelet [14].

The mask size of the median filter was 5\( \times \)5 pixels. X-ray irradiation was performed with a small X-ray tube employing a tungsten target (Series 5000 Apogee, Oxford Instruments, USA). The operation conditions were a target voltage of 45 kV and cathode current of 1.0 mA. For sample images, human hand phantom images were acquired. Due to the FOV of the detector, a part of phantom was imaged.

The detector has been used in our laboratory for a long time (more than three years). Since an FPN (including “ghosts” of high contrast objects) is linearly emphasized to the absorbed dose, the detector shows scabbed dark and white images. Therefore, finding defective pixels from the backgrounds was challenging.

### 3. Results

Wavelet analysis of a dark image obtained from the CMOS detector operated at an integration time of 550 ms is visually illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the 2D display of the dark image shows non-uniform distribution of pixel dark currents and distinct, different responses of the two photodiode arrays. Fig. 2(b) represents the decomposed sub-images by one-scale wavelet transform. Fig. 2(d) shows the reconstructed image by the inverse wavelet transform after truncation of the scaling coefficients, as shown in the second quadrant of Fig. 2(c). In this image, the global signal variations are removed and only singularities are shown. The dark images before and after wavelet analysis can be more apparently demonstrated by a three-dimensional (3D) display, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c), respectively. Fig. 3(b) is a 3D plot of the white image. The large pits of the central region in the dark and white images are the ghosting resulting from the persistent local irradiation of X-rays during the usage of the detector.

One-dimensional profiles extracted from 2D images in the row (or address) direction before and after wavelet analysis are compared in Fig. 4. Truncation of the scaling coefficients in wavelet domain effectively removes the low-spatial-frequency components in an image; hence, singularities are easily identified.
Fig. 5 shows defective pixel maps generated by wavelet analysis. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the maps for the dark and white images, respectively. The map from the dark image has three defective lines while that from the white image has one defective line. The total defective pixel map considering both the dark and white images are shown in Fig. 5(c). In order to observe the behavior of pixel defects, arbitrarily selected regions were investigated. For easier visualization, the regions are displayed by negative transformation and the display is enlarged by a factor 2. Regions D1 and W1 are the same regions of the maps of the dark and white images, respectively. Regions D2 and W2 also reflect the same regions in the maps of the dark and white images. Comparing D1 and W1, some defective pixels share the same position both in the dark or white maps, but some do not because of the small abnormality in the signal intensity in the white image compared with the global mean pixel value. As shown in the selected regions of D2 and W2, some defective pixels are very sensitive to X-ray exposure. It should be noted that the defective pixels are clustered in the map obtained from the white image, probably due to the signal leakage of the defective pixel into its neighborhood.

The defective pixel map that was obtained was used to correct defective pixels on a hand phantom image, as shown in Fig. 6. Simple adaptive filtering worked well, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The line defects indicated as arrows in Fig. 6(a) are not shown in Fig. 6(b). The region indicated as a dotted box in Fig. 6(a) has been investigated in detail, as shown in Fig. 7. The arrows in Fig. 7(a) indicate two pixel defects and one line defect. As shown in Fig. 7(b), two pixel defects are clearly corrected but a faint line seam is still shown. Fig. 7(c) is a difference image between Fig. 7(a) and (b).

4. Discussion and conclusion

In the wavelet transforms, we used the Haar function as a wavelet. The Haar function provides an operation similar to the derivative when finding directional wavelet coefficients. Therefore, there might
be artifacts around the reconstructed singularities. As shown in Fig. 4, the profile after wavelet transformations shows sharp spikes adjacent to the original singular responses in negative values. Threshold checking with the local mean value and standard deviation for the neighboring pixel values would prevent the negative spikes from defective pixels as performed in this study. Other filter functions, which would not cause this kind artifact, as a wavelet are alternatives. Although we partly employed the threshold method, the computational cost is chief because thresholding is applied to limited regions around singularities identified by wavelet analysis.

There are several techniques for defective pixel correction with various tradeoffs between the effectiveness and complexity of computations. The simplest method is to apply a median filter as demonstrated in this study. A similar method is mean filtering. While median filtering replaces the defective pixel with the median around pixel values, mean filtering uses the average value of the surrounding pixel values. Although mean filtering is more time-consuming than median filtering, the image quality is better because it uses information from more than just one of the neighboring pixels. In mean filtering, however, the neighboring pixels need to be good pixels.

Unlike isolated defective pixels in space, clustered pixel defects are serious because of the lack of information for correction. Aach and Metzler [17] introduced an iterative deconvolution method in the frequency domain. They modeled a distorted radiography due to defective pixels by a multiplication of the undistorted radiography by the defective pixel map. Then, defect interpolation would correspond to the deconvolution of the corresponding spectra. Although this method has high computational complexity, it is particularly suited to large defective areas. With respect to line defect interpolation, various interpolation techniques are available [18].

Defective pixels are an inevitable result of the manufacturing process for large-area semiconductor digital detectors. For the reliable use of detectors over their working lifetimes, a complete list of the locations of all the defective pixels (or a defective pixel map) should be prepared, and the defective pixel map needs to be updated by frequent monitoring. In this study, we introduced the generation of a defective pixel map based on wavelet analysis and applied the map to the digital radiography. The method does not require gain-and-offset-corrected images. Therefore, it is appropriate to periodic monitoring of digital radiography detectors.
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